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Based in Boulder, Colorado, we’ve specialized in 
bike fitting technology and training since 2007, 
and in that time, we’ve performed thousands 
of fits and taught hundreds of training courses 
around the world. We help bike shops, fit studios, 
performance centers, and medical professionals 
implement Retül fit services into their businesses, 
improving riders’ lives one fit at a time.

We help riders make 
decisions using personalized 
data. We provide technology 
and tools to help cyclists 
increase their comfort, 
reduce chance of injury and 
improve performance.



• Retül is the official bike fit technology of all Specialized 
professional athletes as well as Team Sky and Team 
Dimension Data professional cycling teams.

• All Retül products are designed in Boulder, Colorado, 
one of the USA’s premier cycling communities and 
riding destinations, and a hub for the cycling and 
outdoor industries.

• Each month an average of 3,400 users look for a fitter 

on the Find Retül Technology feature of retul.com



For the retailer looking to provide all cutting 
edge technology. 

• Match Tower with Digital Foot Device

• Match Vantage

• Digital Sit bone Device

• Vantage for bike fits

• Müve SL Fit Bike

• Angül Fit Stem

• Levül Wheel Block

• Body Geometry Custom Footbeds 

Retül Experience Center

Only the tools that are needed for Retül 
bicycle fitting.

• Vantage

• Müve SL Fit Bike

• Angül Fit Stem

• Levül Wheel Block

• Body Geometry Custom Footbeds

Retül Fit Studio

Only the tools that are needed for Retül 
Match sizing.

• Match Tower with Digital Foot Device

• Match Vantage 

• Digital Sit bone Device

Retül Match Center
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Vantage

The Vantage motion capture fit system 
and V7 software with 2D video capabilities 
provide accurate and efficient data creating 
the ultimate bike fitting experience for both 
fitter and rider.

SKU 09118-1101
 Match SKU 09118-1015

• All three planes of rider movement are measured on the bike  
simultaneously and dynamically for the most realistic assessment of  
rider position and fit data.

• Data is displayed in real-time creating efficiency and time savings for the 
fitter and high engagement with the rider.

• Dual video adds visualization for the rider and fitter with pausing and slowing 
features of rider video playback plus before and after still images of the 
rider’s position.

• Zin tool digitizer allows bike setup to be measured with a repeatable method 
that is fast and highly accurate.

• Fit data and bike setup reports generated instantly with no post-processing 
along with customizable shop branding.

• Retül education is required.
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• Available in Match configuration; only includes items needed 

for Retül Match (Vantage sensor bar and Zin tool)



Match Tower and 
Digital Foot Device

Shoes, bikes, saddles—you name it, getting 
the right size is no easy task. That’s why 
we developed Retül Match—it gets the 
right products, in the right size, selected 
specifically for the rider.

USA SKU 09118-1000
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• Quickly learn bike size recommendations and a starting saddle height with 
Retül technology. Then, see results of which bike is right based on the 
desired experience.

• Get shoes that fit great using millimeter accurate technology and arch 
support recommendations based on real-time pressure mapping with the 
Digital Foot Device.

• Get shoes and helmet recommendations for any type of riding style 
including: MTB, Road, Triathlon, and Fitness.

• After going through a Retül Match session, all of the rider’s data is stored 
on rider.retul.com so they are able to recall bike set up and use their body 
data for future product decisions. 

• You will have access to all completed Match sessions through passport.retul.com. 
This is where the retailer can gather analytics and insights on all Match sessions 
completed by themselves or their employees.



Digital Sit Bone Device

The Retül Digital Sit bone Device takes the 
guesswork out of choosing the right saddle for 
the rider. It uses the latest pressure-mapping 
technology to determine a riders optimal 
saddle width – improving fit and making long 
days on the bike much more manageable.

SKU 09117-1400
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• DSD iPad app works with iPad version 3 or newer

• iOS devices must support bluetooth low energy (slightly different from Bluetooth)

• DSD iPad App can be downloaded at apps.specialized.com

Technical specifications:

• With 768 sensors that give real time pressure feedback, the DSD measures 
sit bone width with accuracy and precision.

• Once a DSD session is completed, the iPad app will provide a comprehensive 
list of Specialized saddle recommendations as well as a report that can be 
emailed to both the rider and fitter with the results of each session.

• The DSD is used in conjunction with the DSD iPad app which includes rider 
interview questions and real-time pressure mapping display.



Müve SL

The Müve SL dynamic fit bike, Müve saddle 
clamp and MY18 Müve Rüler set (sold 
separately) are used to determine the ideal 
bike size and setup for a rider prior to a new 
bike purchase, and used for quick and easy 
bike sizing on the retail floor.

SKU 09116-1140

Dynamic Fit Bike
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• Adjustable fitting crank with 155-185mm arm lengths

• Müve saddle clamp (see product page for details)

• 53T chainring and 20T cog single-speed drivetrain

• 68mm steel bottom bracket shell with square taper bottom bracket, 113mm spindle

• Müve stack and reach and saddle set back ruler sets

Included:

• Fitter can change saddle, stem, bars, pedals and crank length on the Müve 
SL to find the rider’s ideal position and equipment for road, mountain or TT/
triathlon positions.

• Using stack and reach coordinates, the Müve SL can be set up to match any 
bike on the market, and customized Specialized stack and reach Rülers allow 
for quick and easy setup of MY18 Specialized bike models.

• 700c standard rear road wheel and trainer skewer allow for utilization of a 
fitter’s existing rear-wheel trainer with the Müve SL.

• Light weight of 72 pounds allows for easy movement of Müve SL in and out 
of a fit station and easy travel for off-site fitting.

• Allows retailers to quickly identify the correct bike size for new bike 
purchases and open the conversation about complete bike fit services.
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Body Geometry 
Custom Footbeds

Body Geometry Custom Footbeds are 
ergonomically designed  and scientifically tested 
to increase power, endurance and comfort through 
a precise, custom-level of hip, knee and foot 
alignment. Consider them a fast and easy way to 
take your performance and comfort to the highest 
possible level. Created in 30 minutes or less, 
you’re able to have a ready-to-use custom footbed 
specifically molded to the contours of the foot.

• Custom molding process creates a precise fit and maximum arch support.

• Combine with Body Geometry shoes and wedges to maximize performance benefits.

• Customization is fast and convenient, taking less than 30 minutes from start 
to finish.

• Optimal alignment measurably increases power, reduces time to exhaustion and 
minimizes injury.

Example of blank Body Geometry
Custom Footbeds



Angül

Levül

Adjustable fit stem for use on a rider’s bike 
or Müve SL to determine ideal stem angle 
and length.

Tool used for the precise leveling of a bike, 
a key component for recording accurate 
fit data when using the Retül motion 
capture system.

Dynamic Fit Stem

Micro-adjustable Wheel Block

• Simple turn crank movement allows fast, dynamic adjustability.

• Narrow 42mm design allows clearance for aerobars and cable.

• Self-locking lead screw operation allows optimized angle positioning, 
angle adjustment of +/- 30 degrees.

• Allows simple and accurate leveling of a rider’s bike during a fit.

• Professional look is an upgrade from items sitting around a shop that are 
commonly used to level a bike in the absence of an actual leveling device.

• Accommodates tires up to 2.5’’ wide and all wheel sizes.

SKU 09115-1020

SKU 09115-1010
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MY18 Müve Ruler Set

The MY18 Müve Ruler Set is double-sided 
and marked for easy stack and reach 
positioning on the Müve SL for the top 
MY18 Specialized bike models.

SKU 09118-1550

V7 2D Video Kit

The 2D video kit is a visualization tool that 
captures still images and video playback when 
used with the V7 motion capture software.

Müve Saddle Clamp

Included with the Müve SL. The saddle clamp 
allows quick and easy changing of saddles and 
adjustment of saddle position. 

Saddle clamp side cups rotate to 
accommodate standard 7mm cylindrical rails 
and 7x9mm carbon rails, no tools needed for 
tilt adjustment, +/-10 degree saddle tilt range.

SKU 09116-1130 SKU 09115-1200
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• Logitech C-920 webcam and software

• Logitech B-910 webcam

• Sabrent HB-UMLS 4 port USB 2.0 hub

• Two Tripp-Lite U026-016 Active 16’ USB extension cables

• Velcro strip for securing Vantage-mounted webcam

• Promaster lightweight travel tripod for freestanding webcam

Included:




